SURVIVING JAPAN’S
EARTHQUAKE, TSUNAMI,
AND FUKUSHIMA
NUCLEAR DISASTER.

*Strong in the Rain* allows the Japanese people a voice through this personal account of their struggle in the face of the earthquake, tsunami, and resulting nuclear threat in March of 2011. Told through the stories of six individuals—a mayor, a teacher, a cook, a worker at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, a fisherman, and a firefighter—this story of tragedy reveals the heart of a culture overflowing with passion, pride, and a sense of duty.

Discussion led by David Heacoak, President and Chief Nuclear Officer of Dominion Nuclear. He is responsible for operations at Dominion’s four nuclear energy facilities in Connecticut, Virginia and Wisconsin. Mr. Heacock has been actively engaged in developing changes within the nuclear power industry since the Fukushima Daiichi disaster.

Around the World Through Books is sponsored by the Multicultural Enrichment Council.

March 19, 2015
12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Downtown Campus | Community Room (Room 250)
aroundtheworld@reynolds.edu

*Reading the book is strongly encouraged. Copies are available in all Reynolds libraries and the Downtown Campus bookstore.*